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The Alexandria Quartet at the Limits 

 Lawrence Durrell’s Alexandria Quartet  (the three siblings 

Justine, Balthazar and Mountolive, and the sequel to the all three Clea) 

defies capture as merely a work of cultural/political Orientalism as 

defined by Edward Said in his book Orientalism.  While there are many 

aspects of the Quartet that are clearly Orientalist in this sense, there 

are many that step beyond this. Like his protagonist Darley, Durrell 

himself found the eastern Mediterranean fascinating, having lived and 

worked there for years. Much of his work (including the Quartet) is set 

in what Durrell considered "the most sensuous and exotic part of the 

world" (The Black Book Editor’s note). That Durrell set his 

“investigation of modern love” (Balthazar Note) here fits the idea that 

Durrell, like Ezra Pound, “perceived affinity between his own and ... 

Eastern sensibilities” (Orientalism in Modernism 4), bringing the 

Quartet into a more literary interpretation of Orientalism as proposed 

by Zhaoming Qian.  

 Further, Darley watches himself construct an unreal city, sees 

that words, ideas, and memory cannot capture the essence of a place 

or situation. Yet, he attempts to capture Alexandria and what 

happened there anyway, for words, ideas, and memory are all we 

have—as Darley says: “...only there, in the silences of the painter or 



the writer can reality be reordered, reworked and made to show its 

significant side” (Justine 17).  

 So, where exactly does The Quartet fit? Does it merely continue 

the complex that makes for cultural/political Orientalism? Or does its 

Orientalism represent a modernist conceit? Or does Durrell touch a 

limit of the literary arts by beginning “to rethink the whole complex 

problem of knowledge and power” (Orientalism 24)? 

 Before exploring the Orientalist aspects of The Quartet, the 

complex and revolutionary construction of the work must be 

understood as this provides an essential key to where The Quartet fits 

into Orientalism. Durrell explains the structure in a note to Balthazar 

(second of the three siblings): 

 Modern literature offers us no Unities, so I have 
turned to science and am trying to complete a four-decker 
novel whose form is based on the relativity proposition. 
 Three sides of space and one of time constitute the 
soup-mix recipe of a continuum. The four novels follow this 
pattern. 
 The three first parts, however, are to be deployed 
spatially (hence the use of ‘sibling’ not ‘sequel’) and are 
not linked in serial form. They interlap, interweave, in a 
purely spatial relation. Time is stayed. The fourth part 
alone will represent time and be a true sequel  
 The subject-object relation is so important to 
relativity that I have tried to turn the novel through both 
subjective and objective modes. The third part, 
Mountolive, is a straight naturalistic novel in which the 
narrator of Justine and Balthazar becomes an object, i.e. a 
character. 
 This is not Proustian or Joycean method—for they 
illustrate Bergsonian “Duration” in my opinion, not “Space-
Time” (Balthazar Note). 



 

 In Justine, the narrator Darley has escaped to a small island in 

the Aegean to figure out what happened while living in Alexandria 

during the late ‘30's. There, he had had two affairs and met a group of 

people, many of whom die or disappear by the end of the novel. In 

Balthazar and Mountolive, he is brought to realize that what he 

believed was not really what happened. Even the dead are reinvented. 

By the outset of the sequel Clea, he realizes not only what he 

perceived of himself, his friends, and relationships were unreal, but the 

city itself was a creation of his “heart’s mind” (Clea 11). He observes 

himself creating an unreal place—quite different from factual 

representations of Kipling and Forster or their ilk.  

 With this in mind, the Quartet’s Orientalist aspects can now be 

examined. As a whole, The Quartet fits many criteria of Said’s 

definition quite well. The work is set in Alexandria, Egypt, which Said 

considers subject to Orientalism, and in fact, centers his attention on 

the Islamic Orient in Orientalism (25-26). The Quartet also uses and is 

used "in system for citing works and authors" (Orientalism 23). Durrell 

makes extensive use of E. M. Forster’s Alexandria, quoting this work, 

and referring to it to support his own observations of Alexandria. 

Durrell also uses C. P. Cavafy, a Greek poet of Alexandria, in much the 

same way. These three writers are now considered to be the greatest 



chroniclers of Alexandria, finding their way into the Encyclopedia 

Britannica, both behind and in its article on Alexandria. These works 

are considered fact. This exemplifies the system of self-referential 

representation Said points out as a cornerstone of Orientalism. The 

Quartet has gained “a kind of intellectual authority over the Orient” 

(Orientalism 19), or at least this city of the Orient. 

 The “strategic formation” (Orientalism 20) of The Quartet 

furthers its inclusion in Said’s model. But, there is a great revelation of 

perception within The Quartet, developing through the three siblings, 

finally realized in full in the sequel Clea. This revelation changes the 

quality of these strategic formations, and this needs to be looked at to 

determine where Durrell fits.  

 Justine represents the baseline from which all changes are based 

as Darley is alone with his perceptions. Here Durrell suggests what he 

describes is real, providing a disclaimer at the outset: “[t]he 

characters in this novel, the first of a series, are all inventions together 

with the personality of the narrator, and bear no resemblance to living 

persons. Only the city is real” (Justine-note). In Justine, Darley 

attempts to capture Alexandria, choosing evocatively exotic and 

predominately negative images, both of the city and its people. Early, 

Darley describes Alexandria: 

Capitally, what is this city of ours? What is resumed in the 
word Alexandria? In a flash my mind’s eye shows me a 



thousand dust-tormented streets. Flies and beggars own it 
today—and those who enjoy an intermediate existence 
between either (Justine 13)...You would never mistake it 
for a happy place (Justine 14)....Streets that run back from 
the docks with their tattered rotten supercargo of houses, 
breathing into each others’ mouth, keeling over. Shuttered 
balconies swarming with rats, and old women whose hair 
is full of the blood of ticks. Peeling walls leaning drunkenly 
to east and west of their true center of gravity. The black 
ribbon of flies attaching itself to the lips and eyes of the 
children—moist beads of summer flies everywhere; the 
very weight of their bodies snapping off ancient flypapers 
hanging in the violet doors of booths and cafés. The smell 
of the sweat-bearing Berberinis, like that of some 
decomposing staircarpet. And then the street noises: 
shriek and clang of the water-bearing Saidi, dashing his 
metal cups together as an advertisement, the unheeded 
shrieks which pierce the hubbub from time to time, as of 
some small delicately-organized animal being 
disemboweled. The sores like ponds—the incubation of 
human misery of such proportions that one was aghast, 
and all one’s human feelings overflowed into disgust and 
terror (Justine 24). 

 

While Durrell isn’t unremittingly negative—there are many descriptions 

of Egyptian sophistication and opulence, as well as beautiful 

descriptions of the landscape—the predominant feeling is of misery 

and squalor. 

 Of the denizens, he is equally negative, offering caricatures of 

Syrians: 

In the lobby tonight a small circle of Syrians, heavy in their 
dark suits, and yellow in their scarlet tarbushes, solemnly 
sit. Their hippopotamus-like womenfolk, lightly 
moustached, have jingled off to be in their jewelry. The 
men’s curious soft oval faces and effeminate voices are 
busy upon jewel-boxes—for each of these brokers carries 
his choicest jewels with him in a casket; and after dinner 



the talk has turned to male jewelry. It is all the 
Mediterranean world has left to talk about; a self-interest, 
a narcissism which comes from sexual exhaustion 
expressing itself in the possessive symbol: so that meeting 
a man you are at once informed what he is worth, and 
meeting his wife you are told in the same breathless 
whisper what her dowry was. They croon like eunuchs over 
the jewels...(Justine 65)  

 

Further, he talks of an Oriental spirit. When he speaks of one of his 

two lovers, Darley describes her as having “a pliancy, a resilience 

which was Oriental—a passion to serve” (Justine 52). Then, when he 

describes Nessim, the husband of Darley’s other lover, he pushes 

further into the Orientalist manner: 

 To begin with he was a Copt, not a Moslem. Yet 
somehow the nickname [Prince] was truly chosen[,] for 
Nessim was princely in his detachment from the common 
greed in which the decent instincts of the Alexandrians—
even the very rich ones—foundered. Yet the factors which 
gave him a reputation for eccentricity were neither of them 
remarkable to those who had lived outside the Levant. He 
did not care for money, except to spend it—that was the 
first: the second was that he did not own a garçonnière, 
and appeared to be quite faithful to Justine—an unheard of 
state of affairs. …He spent in Arabian fashion and gave 
notes of hand to shopkeepers; nightclubs and restaurants 
accepted his signed checks....[His] attitude was considered 
eccentric and high-handed in the extreme by the 
inhabitants of the city whose coarse and derived 
distinctions, menial preoccupations and faulty education 
gave them no clue to what style in the European sense 
was. But, Nessim was born to this manner, not merely 
educated to it...in fact Germany and England had done 
little but confuse him and unfit him for the life of the city 
(Justine 28). 

 



In these selections, Durrell clearly expresses a superiority of European 

culture, both by outright statement and by denigration of Syrians and 

Alexandrians. In these selections, Durrell’s attempts to represent the 

essence of the East—or in the words of Said, Durrell “makes the Orient 

speak, describes the Orient, renders its mysteries plain for and to the 

West” (Orientalism 20-21). 

 Further, Durrell’s cast of characters in The Quartet continues to 

suggest classifying Durrell as a cultural/political Orientalist. All the 

characters are well outside of the mainstream of European culture, 

seeming to cast the Orient as less than Europe for that reason. Five of 

the major characters will make this clear: Georges Pombol, Balthazar, 

Justine, Melissa, and Capodistria. Georges Pombol, “a minor consular 

official” (Justine 21), with a taste for Syrian prostitutes and Oriental 

love affairs, tells Darley: 

To a Frenchman the love here is interesting. They act 
before they reflect. When the time comes to doubt, to 
suffer remorse, it is too hot, nobody has the energy. It 
lacks finesse, this animalism, but it suits me. I’ve worn out 
my heart and head with love, and want to be left alone—
above all, mon cher, from this Judeo-Coptic mania for 
dissection, for analyzing the subject. I want to return to 
my farmhouse in Normandy heart-whole (Justine 21). 

 

Balthazar, “one of the keys of the city,” (Justine 91) is an unapologetic 

and quite active homosexual and cabalistic philosopher, who is likened 

to a goat, and has “[hands] of such monstrous ugliness...[Darley] 



would long since have cut them off and thrown them into the sea” 

(Justine 91). Justine, an Alexandrian Jew who converted to Copt as 

Nessim's request, is always having affairs and is called a 

nymphomaniac numerous times. Melissa, a poor tubercular club 

dancer, frequently has to sleep with customers to survive. Capodistria 

provides yet another example of the sexual extremes that populate the 

Quartet:  

He is more of a goblin than a man [Darley says, describing 
him.] The flat triangular head of a snake with the huge 
frontal lobes; the hair grows forward in a widow's peak. A 
whitish flickering tongue is forever busy keeping his thin 
lips moist. He is ineffably rich and does not have to lift a 
finger for himself. He sits all day on the terrace of the 
Broker's Club watching the women pass, with the restless 
eye of someone endlessly shuffling through an old, soiled 
pack of cards. From time to time there is a flick, like a 
chameleon's tongue striking—a signal almost invisible to 
the inattentive. Then a figure slips from the terrace to trail 
the women he has indicated. Sometimes his agents will 
quite openly stop and importune women on the street in 
his name, mentioning a sum of money (Justine 34).  

 

These descriptions could hardly be considered flattering and cast 

Alexandria in lurid light. Durrell expresses Said’s Orientalism explicitly 

when he describes all the characters as “[caught in] the gravitational 

field, which Alexandria threw down about those it had chosen as its 

exemplars” (Justine 19), that “precipitated in us conflicts which were 

hers and which we mistook for our own” (Justine 13). Yet, it is in the 

expression of these very characters, in these very conflicts that Durrell 



slips from Said’s cultural/political orientalism into Qian’s literary 

orientalism.  

 The description of Capodistria goes on after the women are 

importuned: “[n]o one is offended by the mention of money in our 

city. Some girls simply laugh. Some consent at once. You never see 

vexation on their features. Virtue with us is never feigned. Nor vice. 

Both are natural” (Justine 34). Here Durrell places Darley as a child of 

the city, and as having this Oriental outlook that Durrell posits as 

being a facet of the “modern love” of which The Quartet is an 

investigation. Three aspects of The Quartet must now be examined: 

how Oriental Darley is, Durrell’s relation to the Orient, and how 

Alexandria exemplifies Durrell’s modern love. 

 Darley is at once child of the city and is not. As a European (an Irish 

émigré), he never completely loses his taste for European culture. 

Walking back from giving a lecture on C.P. Cavafy, Darley   

saw a small tin of olives with the name Orvieto on it, and 

overcome by a sudden longing to be on the right side of the 

Mediterranean, entered the shop: bought it: had it opened there 

and then: and sitting down at a marble table in the gruesome 

light [he] began to eat Italy, its dark scorched flesh, hand-

modelled spring soil, dedicated vines. [He] felt Melissa would 

never understand this” (Justine 31).  



Darley understands his Europeaness, yet he says, “I have become one 

of these poor clerks of the conscience, a citizen of Alexandria” (Justine 

19). He speaks always of “us” and “our” city. Darley has an 

intermediary existence. Justine notices this, asking him, “[h]ow is it 

you are so much one of us and yet...you are not?” (Justine 39).  

 To answer her question, Durrell must be looked at, in a way 

parallel to Qian’s examination of Pound and Williams. Durrell was an 

Anglo-Indian, born in the Himalayan region of India in 1912. At ten, 

“[h]e was sent to England...to attend school, initiating his lifelong 

disdain for the English” (The Black Book, Forenote). In 1937, he left 

England for Corfu and there began corresponding with Henry Miller and 

writing The Black Book. In The Black Book, Durrell writes “I had heard 

the sound of my real voice” (The Black Book, Preface). And, this novel 

began many of the themes that would dominate his later work. The 

Black Book is populated by "hypochondriacs, prostitutes male and 

female, political activists, sexual obsessive, and other human 

grotesques," where he expresses his "endless cynicism about English 

people and culture" (The Black Book, Forenote). Durrell writes that 

“[u]derneath the phantasmagoria real values are discussed, real 

problems of the Anglo-Saxon psyche articulated and canvassed” (The 

Black Book, preface). Durrell wrote this preface “twenty-odd years” 

(1959) after The Black Book was published (1938) in the midst of his 



writing The Quartet. Durrell carries the themes of The Black Book—the 

problems of the Anglo-Saxon psyche, the grotesque characters—into 

The Quartet; this word continuum is an expression of what long 

fascinated Durrell rather than merely being an expression of how he 

viewed the denizens of Alexandria or the Orient. 

 The question remains as to why he chose Alexandria as the place 

to set his investigation of modern love. For this, Durrell’s connection to 

two European writers, who wrote of human grotesques but set them in 

Europe, needs examination: that to Henry Miller, and the Marquis de 

Sade. Durrell corresponded with Miller, and The Black Books was 

published in Paris by Obelisk Press at the suggestion of Miller, after 

being rejected in England as too obscene. Durrell writes that “[t]he 

reader will discern the influence of Tropic of Cancer in many passages 

of The Black Book” (The Black Book, Preface). Miller’s work is also 

populated by grotesques, but placed within a society that decidedly 

views them as óutre. The same holds true of the characters in the 

Marquis de Sade’s work Justine, which is quoted at the beginning of 

each of the four books of The Quartet. That the namesakes of both 

Justines is a woman whose sexuality is mixed with criminality is no 

accident. The characters of both Miller and de Sade are considered 

perverse and repugnant to the European culture in which they take 

place. 



 Quite the opposite in The Quartet where Durrell uses his idea 

that “[w]e are the children of our landscape; it dictates behavior and 

even thought in the measure to which was are responsive to it” 

(Justine 41). In Alexandria, Durrell found the innate cultural 

sophistication necessary to explore modern love. Not as outside the 

culture, as freakish or óutre as did Miller and de Sade, but as normal, 

as an expression of its very nature. In Alexandria, Durrell perceived 

affinities between his own and eastern sensibilities, not artistically, as 

did Pound and Williams, but spiritually and sexually. Here, Durrell 

observes “[w]e have left Europe behind […] and are moving towards a 

new spiritual latitude” (Justine 66); and “[Alexandrian women] have 

explored the flesh to a degree which makes them true foreigners to 

us” (Justine 67). This is the world in which Durrell can explore modern 

love in its myriad modes, a place that has 

[f]ive races, five languages, a dozen creeds...But there 
are more than five sexes and only demotic Greek seems 
to distinguish among them. The sexual provender which 
lies to hand is staggering in its variety and profusion. You 
would never mistake it for a happy place. The symbolic 
lovers of the free Hellenic world are replaced here by 
something different, something subtly androgynous, 
inverted upon itself. The Orient cannot rejoice in the 
sweet anarchy of the body—for it has outstripped the 
body...Alexandria [is] the great press of love; those who 
[emerge] from it [are] the sick men, the solitaries, the 
prophets—I mean all who have been deeply wounded in 
their sex (Justine 14). 

 



Whether anyone agrees with this view of modern love is not the point; 

rather it is that here Durrell, a man long fascinated with human 

grotesques and extremes of sexuality, found a place where he could 

explore these ideas—not as perverse as Europeans would view them, 

but as normal as he felt the Alexandrians would. 

 Yet, even as he finds in Alexandria a place to explore modern 

love, Durrell is aware of the unreality of the Alexandria he created to 

work in. In Justine, Darley is left believing his interpretations of 

Alexandria, that... “the city is real” (Justine, Note). Then, through 

Balthazar and Mountolive, Darley's perception of what occurred in 

Alexandria is revealed to him as being unreal. As Darley discovers his 

misperceptions, so does Durrell say that all the characters and 

situations “are entirely imaginary...[n]or could the city be less real” 

(Balthazar Note). In Mountolive, Durrell openly “...tak[es] a few 

necessary liberties with modern Middle Eastern history,”  (Mountolive 

Note). By the time Darley returns to Alexandria in Clea, he is clearly 

aware that the city is a construct of his imagination.  

 As Darley awaits his return to Alexandria after being gone 

several years, he ponders this idea after receiving 

[a] message [from Nessim about a boat to bring him to 
Alexandria] which was to draw me back inexorably to the 
one city which for me always hovered between illusion and 
reality, between the substance and the poetic images 
which its very name aroused in me. A memory, I told 



myself, which had been falsified by the desires and 
intuition only as yet half-realised on paper....[A]ll this time 
I had been living there, truly, in the Alexandria of my 
heart’s mind....An ancient city changing under the brush-
strokes of thoughts which besieged meaning, clamoring for 
identity....I had set out once to store, to codify, to 
annotate the past before it was utterly lost....I had failed 
in it (perhaps it was hopeless?)—for no sooner had I 
embalmed one aspect of it in words than the intrusion of 
new knowledge disrupted the frame of reference, 
everything flew asunder, only to reassemble again in 
unforeseen, unpredictable patterns... it was perhaps 
because of [the] total failure to record the inner truth of 
the city (Clea 11-12). 

 

 

He further wonders: “[w]hat new aspects of [his friends] would I 

discern after this time-lapse, when once more I had been caught up in 

the ambience of a new city, a city now swallowed by a war?” (Clea 

12). He says that “[i]t was hard to renounce the hard-won territory of 

my dreams in favor of new images, new cities, new dispositions, new 

loves. I had come to hug my own dreams of the place like a 

monomaniac” (Clea 12).  

 Upon arriving at Alexandria, Darley speaks further of the nature 

memory and reality: “[e]ach time we deceive ourselves that it will all 

be the same. The Alexandria I now saw, the first vision of it from the 

sea, was something I could not have imagined” (Clea 24). After 

arriving, he finds all of his friends changed, as he too has been 



changed. The city, his imaginings, hover between reality and illusion, 

parts remain the same, others change absolutely. "[T]he spiritual city 

underlying the temporal one" (Justine 95) evades capture. And, Durrell 

expresses this through Darley.  

 So then, where does Durrell fit into the complex phenomenon of 

Orientalism? Certainly, he fits much of the political/cultural Orientalism 

described by Said. Yet, Durrell is vastly different from such writers as 

Kipling for whom “a massive colonial system whose economy, 

functioning and history had acquired the status almost of a fact of 

nature” (Kim, 10). By the time Durrell wrote and published the Quartet 

(1957-60), the English empire was in full collapse, having lost India in 

‘47, and the Suez in ‘59. Most of the foreign community in Alexandria 

had fled due to the coup in Egypt in ‘52, irrevocably changing the city 

before he began The Quartet. Only Aden remained of the important 

holdings of England's eastern empire, and that remained a 

protectorate less than a decade. Durrell understands the changeability 

of the East and makes this clear in The Quartet.  

 Durrell also sees no conflict between Easterners and Westerners, 

the idea at the core of A Passage to India. For Forster, the question 

was: could an Englishman be friends with an Indian. In Durrell, all the 

English, all Europeans, are assimilated to one degree or another into 

the eastern culture—all have eastern lovers, including the English 



diplomat Mountolive. His Europeans haven’t completely lost their 

Europeaness, nor their love of Europe, but they all fit into the culture 

of Alexandria; they all become one of its children. 

 Yet, Durrell sees an Oriental culture. A permanent one “which 

emanates not from us but from the landscape—the metallic flavours of 

exhaustion which impregnate the airs of Mareotis” (Justine 39). Forster 

uses this idea in A Passage to India, but to demonstrate that the 

English and Indian cannot unite—at least not yet, nor there (Passage 

362). Durrell, using this same concept, posits the Oriental culture 

rising out of the landscape as being quite sophisticated sexually, hence 

a model of modern love. Love has changed. It is modern. And, 

Alexandria is the best example of this. Cultural/political Orientalism 

shifts to literary.  

 In his exploration of modern love, Durrell also explores the limits 

of our perceptions, and ability to understand reality. Durrell 

constructed The Quartet to confound any sense of absolute 

understanding. Darley sees everything he thought he understood 

about himself, his friends and lovers, and the very city of Alexandria 

come apart. Nothing is permanent. Including time. Reality is fluid, and 

so then all we believe. We and our culture slip from our grasp. With 

The Quartet, Durrell touched the very limits of what we can perceive, 

know, and understand. In failing to transcend the limits, he delineated 



them with words. And so, Durrell provides one place to begin 

rethinking the “whole complex problem of knowledge and power.” 
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